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Generally there are three methods used f or measuring carrier life-
times in semiconducting materials. One method is called t he intrin-
sic photoconductivity response which is sometimes referred to as the 
pulse response technique. In this method, direct observation is made 
of the photocurrent pulse produced by a very short intense spark of 
light. 1'he lifetime is then determined by the calculation of the time 
required for the pulse to dee~ to 1/e of its maximum. A variation of 
this method (usually applied in the case of extrinsic semiconduct ors ) 
is made when the rise time is used to calculat e the lifetime. In this 
case the time difference between a photocell and the semiconductor 0s 
rise te (1 - 1/e) of the maximum is taken to be the lifetime. In 
another method of determining lifetime, the diffusion length experi-
ment is used. This permits a calculation of lifetime by measuring the 
diffusion length of carriers when values of mobility are kno"111. The 
third method of measuring lifetime stems from the photoelectromagnet~ 
ic effect which is essentially a Hall effect produced by diffusi on 
currents. A measurement of the ordinary photecurrent and t he phot~= 
electremagnetic current made simultaneously provides a means of cal= 
culating the lifetime. 
I The Problem 
It is the purpose of this study to attempt to determine the 
lifetime of the free carriers in a type II b semiconducting diamond. 
1 
The diamond used in this study has E. type conductivity (1). The methods 
used to investigate the lifetimes will be the three methods already 
mentioned. 
2 
The preblem of determining free carrier lifetimes used in t he 
steady state photocurrent equation becomes one of determining the life-
time independent of shallew trapping centers. A semiconductor can be 
characterized by three lifetimes-- the diffusion lifetime, the conduc= 
tivity lifetime , and the photoconductivity response lifetime. This study 
will be concerned with all three ef these lifetimes. A brief statemeni 
has already been made concerning the methods (diffusion length exper-
iment and photoelectromagnetic effect) of obtaining the diffusion life= 
ti.Ile. The pulse response technique is used te obtain the conductivity 
lifetime and the photeconductivity response lifetime. 
II Definitions of Terms Used 
Trapping Centers. This term refers to bound stat es l ying near the 
conduction band. Here the werd ~ means that the energy separating 
the bound state from the conduction band is small so that an electron 
which might be trapped in this bound state could readily be thermally 
re-excited • . This definition applies for the case of holes as wellg with 
the words conduction~ being replaced with t he valence band. The 
lifetime of a free carrier is not terminated when caught in these shal-
low trapping centers. 
Deathnium Centers or Ground State. The deathnium center is a 
bound state lying deep in the forbidden zone. When a carrier is cap.. 
tured by a ground state , its lifetime is ended since it would have to 
be :photoionized to reach the conduction band (or valence band) again. 
Electron-hole~ Lifetime. This term refers to t he average time 
that both carriers are simultaneously free. The lifetime ef an elec= 
tron-hole pair is ended when either carrier recombines with a ground 
state. 
Diffusion Lifetime. This lifetime can be equal to the electren-
hole pair lifetime but it is not limited to this definition since the 
term can be applied to the lifetime of holes or electrons independent -
ly. 
3 
Conductivity Lifetime. This lifetime is not ended until both 
carriers have recombined with ground states. The lifetime in this case 
lasts as long as either carrier remains free to contribute to current 
flow. It is however independent of shallow traps. 
Photoconductivity R~sponse Lifetime. This lifetime can be equal 
to the conductivity lifetime under certain conditions such as high 
light intensity etc. Usually this lifetime includes the time the car= 
riers spend in shallow traps. 
Majority Carrier. If the conductivi t y of a semiconductor i s mainly 
due to holes, it is classified as l! type and the majori ty carrier is 
the hole. 'l'he majority carrier in!. t ype material is the electroa. 
Minority Carrier. The minority carrier in a~ type mat erial is 
the electron and in.!!. type material the hole. 
III General Information 
When an electron-hole pair is created in a semiconductor by 
:photo.:.ion.1:zat·ion, , . varhus events take place which may be complex 
and varied. One or both of these carriers may be caught in shallow 
trapping centers or they may recombine with ground states. A carrier 
may be thermally re-excited from a shallow trap but excitation from a 
ground state requires energy equivalent to phot«!>-1onization. When an 
electric field is placed on an illuminated photoconductor 0 a current 
flow will result, and one of the parameters0 which determines the a-
mount of photocurrent,is the conductivity lifetime. 
In the case of the conductivity lifetune of an electron 0 only 
the time spent in the conduction band is counted as its lifetime; 
similarly for a hole, the time spent in the valence band determines 
its lifetime (2). If a carrier is trapped in a temporary trap f~om 
which it may be thermally re-a-excited 0 its lifetime is not ended sinca 
it may be freed again and cont ribute to current flow. On the other 
hand, a carrier which has recombined with a ground stat e has ended 
its lifetime because it woul d require photo~ionization to remove it 
from the deep lying ground state. 
The lifetimes of electrons and holes need not be equal (3). The 
minority charge carriers may be temporarily captured and thermally 
freed a number of times before ultimate recombination with a ground 
state. This precess applies not only to minority carriers but to the 
majority carriers as well since both may experience this t emporary 
trapping. 
The capture cross section of the trapping centers for minori ty 
and majority carriers determines the difference in behavior of 
trapping centers and recombination centers in semiconductor s (3) . 
Recembination centers may have a large capture cross section fo:r ba·, h 
minority and majority carriers while the temporary trapping centers 
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may have a large capture cross section for t he minority carrier and a 
small capture cross section for the majority carrier. Shallow trapping 
states do not affect the steady state photocurrent; however p they do 
affect the time required to set up the steady photocurrent and t he time 
of decay of the photocurrent when the excitation is removed. The risa 
time of the photocu.rrent is increased because the density of carriere 
caught in theae shallow traps has to be increased in the same propor= 
tion in order to increase the density of the free carriers. The decay 
of the photocurrent is slowed down since it may take a very long time 
for all the shallow traps to empty0 and 0 as long as these traps are 
being emptied, the photocurrent will persist (2). 
5 
A photoaonductor's performance can be described if its free car= 
rier lifetime can be obtained. The lifetime of a free carrier almost 
completely characterizes a photoconductor (2). This lifetime describes 
the essential performance and conta ins the essential physics of a 
photoconductor. The lifetime of a free carrier is determined by t he rate 
of recombination of these carriers with their ground states. These 
ground states lie deep in the forbidden zone as contrast ed to the shal-
low trapping states which lie very near the conduction or valence bando 
The ground states are composed of impurities 9 vacant lattice sites 0 
interstitual atoms , and other crystal defects. From the physics of 
the ground states, it is evident that the recombination process may 
be highly complex and varied. The recombination lifetime is not a ma.,. 
terial constant; instead , it varies with the mode of preparation and 
impurity content of the material. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Much has been writ ten concerning the importance of free carrier 
lifetimes in semiconducting materials and the methods of measuring 
the lifetimes; but only a brief swnmary of the work done on problems 
very closely related to the one at hand will be given here. 
I. Literature Concernin~ the Pulse Response Method 
of Determining Lifetime 
K.G. McKay (4,5), in an attempt to measure carrier lifetime in 
ordinary diamond, used a modified pulse response method .. The diamond 
sample was placed in an evacuated chamber and positioned similar to 
the anode of a cathode ray tube. An electric field was applied to the 
sample lengthwise and then the diamond was pulsed with electrons 
emitted from the cathode. The lifetime of the carriers was determined 
by measuz,,Jig the average range of the generated carriers. The value 
of electron lifetime obtained was approximately 2 x 10- 3 see. 
A method which was essentially that of McKay was used by E.A. 
Pearlstein -and R.B. Sutton (6) to make lifetime measurements in ordi= 
nary diamond. Instead of injecting electrons, the diamond was bem= 
barded with alpha particles. They calculated the electron lifeti me 
te be approximately g x 10-9 sec. The lifetime measured was of the 
order obtained by McKay. 
D. Navon, R. Bray ~nd H.Y. Fan (7) describe a method for the d&= 
termination. of the lifetime of injected carriers in a semieendueto·r .. 
Their method of determining lifetime was by measuring the variation 
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of the sample conductance after a voltage pulse had prad.uced excess 
carriers. The decay of the conductivity was used as a means of calcu-
lating the lifetime of the excess carriers. Different size samples 
were used to check the effect of surface and volume r.combination. 
The surfaces of the samples were treated to cut down surface recelll= 
bination. The samples of germanium with ground surfaces (high surface 
recombination) had a lifetime which ranged for different size samples 
from 3 to 144 micre-sec. Etched surfaces on the samples cut down the 
variation of lifetime for these same samples; howeverv the lifetime 
became larger, from 235 to 280 micro.,.sec. These values for lifetime 
were of the order expected for germanium. 
A variation of the pulse response technique is described by T.S. 
Moss (8). Moss used this method to confirm carrier lifetime obtained 
for lead sulphide crystals by other methods. A pulse of light 
from a spark gap is applied to the specimen and the rise time of the 
photoeurrent is observed. The rise time of the spark is measured with 
a photocell. The signal waveform from the crystal is assumed exponen= 
tial, and the lifetime is taken to be the difference of the times re-
quired for the signal to reach 1-1/e of the maximum for the crystal 
and the photocell. Carrier lifetime in lead sulphide crystals had been 
ed. 6 -10 -6 meaaur between x 10 and 9 x 10 sec. These large values were 
confirmed by the pulse response measurements (9). 
D. Redfield (10, after other methods of determining carrier life= 
time in tellurium proved to be unsuccessful, resorted to the pulse 
response method. A study ef the phetocurrent pulse response had indi-
cated a lifetime of less than 10-4 sec. He was successful using the 
7 
pulse response method, and the value of lifetime ranged frem 15 te 20 
micro-sec. This value agreed with his calculated value: fer lifetimeo 
g 
J.R. Haynes and J . A. Hornbeck (11) used a o.2 micro- sec. spark of 
light en germsnium and silicon to calculate lifetime. In an attempt 
to eliminate trapping, an ambient light was applied to the samples. 
The pulse decay was u sed t e calculate the lifetimes. For germanium 0 
the values for lifetimes agreed with other investigators' and appeared 
to be in4ependent of the i nt ensi t y of the ambient light. This led to 
the conclusion that trapping is not apparent in germanium at roem tem-
perature. For sili con, the decay time of the pulse decreased to a min-
imum value as the ambient light intensity was increased. When the 
intensity of the steady l ight was high, the values obtained for life-
time were Gf the right order. At lower light i ntensities the lifetime 
calculated was larger than expected. In this case shallow trapping 
seemed to cause the extended lifetime. 
An investigation si milar to Raynes and Hornbeek 0s was carried 
out by D.F. Stevenson and R.J. Keyes (12). The carrier lifetime again 
was determined by the decay of the photocurrent pulse. The results of 
their werk were in good agreement with accepted values for carrier 
lifetimes in ger manium. For silicon, a strong continuous light was 
applied to t he sample to get rid of the long time constant or long 
expenential decay . Using the continuous light, the lifetime obtained 
for silicon was of the r ight order of magnitude. 
E. O. Ji,hnson (13) describes a modified pulse response experiment .. 
The method takes advant age of the linear dependence of the surface 
pb.etr,oltage on the excess carrier density at lew signal levels. The 
81.ll'faee photevoltage is generat ed by a brief light flash and is picked 
up by a small electrode capacitively coupled to the surface ef the 
specimen. The signal decay time constant is used to calculate the ]ife= 
time. The method achieves about the same results as other photoconduc-
tivity response methods , but it also has the limitations imposed by 
shallow trapping. Using this method to calculate lifetimes in germa.-
nium and silicon gave good r esults. 
II . Literat ure on the Diffusion Length Experiment 
Method of Calculating Carrier Lifetime 
L.::e. Valdes (14) used a method develctped by Morton and Haynes 
at the ~ell Telephone Labctr atories to calculate the minority ~rier 
lifetime in germanium. Carri ers are generated by light from an opti= 
cally flat face of a crystal, and the concentration of the minority 
carri ers is measured as a function of the distance from the point of 
liberation. Val des gives a theoretical treatment of the method 9 and t he 
relationship bet ween the diffusion length and lifetime was used t o 
calculate carri er l i fe time. This method takes advantage of t he l i nea?' 
relationship ef the cur~ent through a reverse bias point contact t s 
the minority carri er concentration (15). The values obtained fer life= 
times were of the right order of magnitude. 
A similar experiment was carried out by T.S. Moss (8) to check 
the results of other l ifetime measurements made on lead sulphideD 
The carrier diffusion l ength was measured by observation of the phote= 
current through a cryst al-tungsten probe contact as a narr w line of 
light was traversed across the contact. The diffusion length was ob= 
tained from a plot ef photocurrent versus distance from the light spet 
9 
t• the prebe. The relationship between the lifetime and the diffusi•n 
length was then used to calculate the lifetime. The results of Moss 0e 
experiment were satisfactory since the lifetime obtained agreed with 
values obtained by other lifetime measurement methods. 
B•th of these investigat ions were carried out using single 
crystals. There has been much work done using the diffusion length 
as a means to calculate lifetime; however, a great deal of the liters-
ture is devoted to junction samples. 
III. Literature on the Photoelectromagnetic Effect 
with Application to Lifetime Measurement 
The ,pen circuit voltage equations f•r the photoelectromagnetic 
effect have been derived by T.S. Moss, L. Pincherle, and A.M. 
Yoedward (16). The short-circuit current (due to the diffusion process 
produced by the phot•electromagneti c effect) yields a useful relatien-
ship in regard t• carrier lifetime. Moss (8) 0 Pineherle (17) 0 and 
others have derived the equations for thie short=circuit current. 
Using the equation for t he normal photocurrent and the equation for 
the PEM short circuit current, a simple equatien is formed for carrier 
lifetime. The carr-ier lifetime is found t• be proportional to the rati• 
of the ..SCtnchtcter'a ph•t•current tct the short circuit PEM current 
squared. 
T.$. M•ss (8, 18) has used the phot•electromagnetic effect 
for the calculation •f carrier lifetime in lead sulphide and ger= 
manium. The results of this work have been in agreement with ether 
investigators, and the values of lifetime obtained from other metheds 
on the same crystals were .of the right order of magnitude. 
10 
R.P. Chaemar (19), werking with lead sulphide crystals, achieved 
~••d results using the PEM effect for calculating carrier lifetime. 
11 
The calculation of lifetime by the PEM effect is given a math-
ematical analysis by S.W. Kurnick and R.,. Zitter (20). Their analysis 
agreed with Moss's theoretical treatment and their werk was success... 
f'ul in tbtaining accepted values for carrier lifetimes in InSb. (in= 
dium antimonide). 
H.P. Frederikse and R.F. ~lunt (21), using the equations de-
rived by Moss for the carrier lifetime (PEM effect),performed 
measurements on InSb. The values &f carrier lifetime were from 
10-7 sec. at room temperature t 10- 6 seco at 77° K. These values 
were of the order expected and they were confirmed by other methods 
of lifetime measurement. 
CHAPTER III 
MEAstT.REMENT OF MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME :BY THE 
DIFFUSION LENGTH EXPERIMENT 
I. l)iscussion 
One method of measuring minority carrier lifetimes in single 
crystals is derived from the diffusion length experiment. The diffu.= 
sien length is obtained frem data taken in the ~riment 0 and the 
lifetime is then calculated using this relationshipg 
Jn= Ln2/Dn 
")... - lifatime for an electron in n type material 
iJ n- • 
Ln·= diffusion length. This is defined as the average distance an 
electron will diffuse before recombining. 
Dn.:: diffusion constant. This comes from the Einstein relatien0 
· Dn: k T .,(.(n/q where k is :Bllltzman°s eo-ne,!tant, T is the ab= 
setlute temperature, q is the charge of the electron, and 
).ln is the electren mobility. 
The method 11f measuring the diffusion length was developed-by 
Morton and Heynes at the Bell Telephone Laboratories·. The method· een-
sists of liberating electron-hole pairs by a light on the sarfaee of 
a crystal and measuring the concentration of minority carrier11 as a 
function 1Jf the distance from the point where they were liberated (14) .. 
The physical model for a sing;e crystal is shewn in ''Fig .. 1 .. The 
surface is ill,.inated with a long narrow line of light. The point cen= 
ta.ct is located a. distance .!: fram the illumination .. A.sswning that the 
surface recambination is small or at least ef negligible order 9 the fltw 
will be •utwa.rd frem the ~ipe of light in radial lines. T• keep the 
problem 0ne of diffusion currents only 0 the electric field at the point 
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ef the crystal t• prevent edge effects. 
Tlle math~atical appreach t. the problem 111 •btai:ned (udng Fig .. 
2) ae f•ll•wa: 
The centinui ty equation for the flow •f excess electr0r1-11 i:n z 
type material is (22) 
I is given by 
an n l'v"l·.::...O 
ar=·-5=;+ q 
at equilibrium (l) · 
In -= q.).{n nE + q Dn Vn (2) 
I:n = qDn Vn fer zero applied field {3) 
v. In_ -= q Dn V 2n (() 
substituting equatian (3) int• 
~quation (1) at equilibriumo 
Equation (5) is the diffusion equation for electr•:na in E. type 
material w~ere n ie the excess electron density and Ln is the diffuei~ 
length of the ele~trona. 
Asauming an infinitely long, very narrow line· •f- light with radial 
diffu•ion ntward, the problem becomes a two dimenai onal · •ne.. F.z• the 
(5) can 'b& expreaaed in terms •f cylindrical cool"di-nat,ee (23) 9 c•n,.. 
aidering the z directi•n. as infinitely leng. 
asSWQing n depends 
•n !. alone. (6) 
The s•lutio:n t• equation (6) is a !easel function but an appreX= 
imate solution can be obtained by using a relatienship g!ven by T.S. 
Moas(S). n::: ar-i 
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Equat ien ( 6) becemes : 
~~~_a[~-~= 6 
Fer r >- 1n (which 1 s the niDrmal condition fer the distances where 
the data ii taken) the term l/4r2 in equ.atbn (7) is neglectedo The sGlU= 
tien f•r equation (7) is a ""e_r/Ln. and n -vr-1' e=r/Lno The boundary 
cond.ithns for r= 0 and r = oo are satisfied by this selution as!.-+ 0 9 
n should become very large and as!. ""?00 0 n should become zer~o 
The method •f determining the minerity carrier coneentratbn a'\tl 
the prebe may be eX.Plained in the fellowing wayo The light sour©e is 
chapped at a la,r audie rate and the vel ta_ge Vph developed aere11s R 
(Fig. 1) is measured as the distance !. is varied .. A cheppetl light HuriC;e 
permits the use •f ac measurements, thereby separating the liberated 
minority carriers fMm steady state concentrati9ns. lmt the experime:llt 
can be perfcarmed underd.c Ctilnditions. :Bardeen (15) has shown that th@ 
current through a reverse bias callectcar electrode is linearly related 
tea the minority carrier 4ensity at the probe .. The colleetor eleetr~d® 
in the experiment is aperated. under reverse bias conditions so that the 
current through R ( and therefere Vph) wtil be linearly related t• t~@ 
concentration of minerity carriers at the prebeo Frem the soluti@n t• 
the diffusion equation it is seen that the minority carrier c~ncentra= 
thn sheuld decay expenentially as r il!i! increased from r ""0 (at th® 
'~ .:- . c.:::o 
pr•be) because af the recombination &f these earrierso 
When plots of ln ( e=r/Ln) VSo r and ln ( :ri e=r/Ln) VSo :r are 
made, the distance::, where the veltage decays t, a value l/e cf its 
maximum (since r = Ln) is called the diffusion lengtho (see Figo 3)o 
16 
The diffusion length is used as explained: earlier·· ·t•· deffrmine th® 
lifetime •f the minerity carriers using the equa1iien11g 
2, 2 q/ J"' n = Ln l;)n J-n == Ln: k! .Mn 
. 2 
:J- n = 0.022 Ln usim.g ;,Lt,n = 1800 cm.2/velt-sec (24) 
at 3oo•a. 
II. Limitations 
The dimensiona ef the particular diamend used are shewn in Fig.~o 
One a•sumptien made was ~at the probe or cellecter was far from the 
edges. Sin~e the probe is located (as shewn in Fig.~) near the cente~ 
•f the crystal_ the ,ssumption weuld hold CGnsidering a maximwn Ln of 
0.0175 cm. The contaet would then be at least ·10 times Ln away f':nm the 
edges. An upper limit of accurate measurement of carrier lifetime is 
imposed by the crystal dimensions; the limit would lie in the range of 
6 micr•-aec. 
The assumptian that the z direction is infinite would seem valid 
since this d.imelision ie 20 times Ln m~ using the abeve asn.mpt:hno 
The whele width of the crystal being ill11111inated would eer!'espond t• 
. . ...... . 
a long line ef light. 
!)he surface recem'binathn wauld be most preminent whe~ r,;be:~ame 
;,, • - • • ' ··; ~ • c:::;:;a • 
small. The electric fielcl weuld a.ls• affect the data.at the sqiall r 
!-"· c::::, 
range. Data taken when t'tie ! values are small wn.ld deviate frein theH'7o 
The surface recombinat~en is censid.ered. low0 H the cylindrical .flw 
weuld net be diaterted except at small values •f .!:.• Surface .r~cembi~ 
natien c•uld cause a m•re rapid decay of the carrier concentration 
than predicted by the the,ry as the distance! is increased. 
Ae far ae the widt;h ef the line being narrow i a co:mcerned0 t.hh 
ia taken care ef by emitting the data taken at very small value, ef !.o 
~e,e peint1 weuld prebably lie well 1ff the curveo 
III. Experimental 
Reau.lt1 
The data obtained frem the diffu1ion length experiment is shewn 
on the f1llewing pages. Thi, graphs display a. plot of photecurrent 
ver1ua distance from the pr1be. A cry1tal helder was cenatru.cted and 
the h1lder wa1 mounted on a micr1meter head fer measuring the di1tan@@ 
between the peint contact and the line of light. Two light e~c~, were 
ueed in thi• experiment~ A tungsten bulb for the visible range and a 
mercury aro eeurce fer the ultra villet range. The gre,-,s are the re= 
1ult1 ebtained using the Hg arc; hewever~ the reeulta from the tung.., 
eten bulb bave e11entially the eame characterietica. 
J1gu.rea 5, 6, and 7 1how the results of the experiment performed 
uerng de meaeuremente. Ueing a chopped light eeurce 9 no ae ph1t1ourrent 
wae tbeeffed. The de current did increaee in a linear faehhn ae the 
dietanoe from the pr1be t, the light decreaeed. 
The reeul.t1 frtm thi• experiment oeuld be due te several faott~lo 
The carrier, have t• be prtduced at ,r very ne&Zo the 1urface t, cauae 
the ditfuei1n pr1ce11 nece;sary in thie experiment. It carrier, were 
pr1duced thr1ugh1ut the bulk 1f the cryetal, thie would tend to reduce 
the diffuei,n current. Al11, light a,uroea are week in the range re-
quired t• excite carriers acroae the ener17 gap (5.5 ev)o (1). When 
perf1rming ac ph1ttconductivit1 measurements uader cendi tiena 1f whtle 




Fig. 5 DC P.b.otocu.rrent vs. distance from the probe,using steady light 
1 Probe 
Fig. 6 DC Photocurrent ve. distance from the probe, using chopped 




Fig. 7 DO Photoco.rrent. v,. distance from the probe,using chopped 
light (run 2) 
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phet,current was very small and n~t detectable except when using high 
amplificaticn. It seems reasonable when illuminating only a narr-,r 
ptrtion of the diamond that the ac phohcurrent becomes even more diffi-
cult tt measure. The noise present, duet• the very high impedance •f 
the point contact could evershadew any effect produced by the minority 
carrier diffusion when performing ac measuremento 
Since the experiment is based on the diffusion of minority carriers, 
it is felt that the linear increase in current through the crystal is 
essentially due to heles being produced, and the resu.1 ta obtained are 
simply duet• these excess holes producing an increase in the c©nduc-
tivity of the diamond. 
CHAPTER IV 
MEASUREMENT OF CARRIER LIFETIME BY THE RA.TIO OF THE 
PHOTOELECTROMAGNETIC CURRENT TO THE PHOTOCURRENT 
The photoelectromagnetic effect was di scovered by Kikoin and 
No.itov in 1934 (17). Although they were not aware of the exi s tence of 
holes they did reali ze;\that the PEM effect was a Hal l effect produced 
by diffusion currents. The PEM effect has become an effective met hod 
of measuring carrier lifetime when used i n combination with the ordi~ 
nary photocurrent produced i n semiconduct ors . 
I . Di scussion 
The photoelectromagnetic effect is produced as follows : a semi = 
conductor is placed in a magnetic field and t hen illuminated on one 
of its surfaces normal to the direction of the magnetic field. Thi s 
situation will cause an emf to appear i n the third perpendicular di r ec= 
tion. The situation is illustrated i n Fig. 8. 
The open circuit voltage equations have been derived by T.S. 
Moss, L. Pincherle, and A.M. Woodward (16) . When crystals are used 
that have short diffusion lengths , and there i s no control of the preP= 
aration of the samples, a simple theory of short-circuit currents has 
been found preferable (8) . The expression for short~circui t e'Uir:vents 
replaces the more complex equat i ons for the open=circui t vol tage. 
The sample (see Fig. 9) i s considered to be a rectangul ar speci= 
men of length d, thickness t and width w. The specimen is illuminated 
normal to its length and width so t hat ~ excitations per second are 











Fig. 9 Diffusion of carriers due to the PEM effect 
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and photo-holes. When the electron-hole pairs are generated near the 
surface, a concentration gradient will be set up and the carriers will 
diffuse down through the crystal. The magnetic field (transverse) will 
cause these two types of carriers to be deflected in opposite directions 
through the Hall angle .Q-:. tan-1.N..13 (18), where},lis the mobility in 
meters2/volt-second and l3 is the magnetic induction in webers/meters2 
(25, 26). 
Using the relationahip L : (D :J"')1 ,; :the d~.ffu,eion. length Ln trav-
elled by an electron ia given by Ln = (Dn 'tr n)1' where Dn is the diffusi1&Yn 
constant and ~ n is the electron lifetimeo The asBW11ption is valid 
provided there is no appreciable electric field in the ~1:recUon of 
motion. This condition would be satisfied as long as the el,c'trio,.field 
bu:tldi·ng up in the direction of the thickness of the crystal is small 
compared to kT/q per diffusion length. 
For small magnetic fields the carriers will move a distance 
,µ.B (D O-)f between electrocies. A charge q.M,B(D ;)" )f /d will be given to 
the external circuit for each carrier (electrons and holes)~ For the 
case of the electron the charge will be q.M.nl3(Dn 'J"' n/' /d and for the 
holea the contribution will be qµ.li,l3(Dn. ~h)t /d. Using the relations 
for the total charge due to the electrons and holeet the net steady 
ahort-circuit current will be: 
lac = 9fB G,((Dn l' nl1+J.lh(Di, l'h)~ 
where 
Dn = diffusion constant for electrons 
~ = diffusion constant for holes 
)4n, = mo bil:l. ty of el ectrona 
.Mh .: mobility of holes 
(1) 
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The general equation characterizing steady state photoconductivity 
is (27): 
w = QJ 
W = total increase in free carriers in a given specimen 
Q ~ total number of excitations per second oecuring in the specimen 
:r = lifetime of c_arriers in the free state 
The combination of the general equation above with ohm 0s law, gives SD. 
expression for ·photoeurrent in a given photoconduetor as: 
Iph = qQ 3- / Tr amperes 
~r is the transit time of a carrier between electrodes and is defined 
as: 
d: electrode spacing in meters 
E = electri,c. field in vol ts/meters 
V = applied difference in potential in volts 
µ. = moltili ty of a free carrier 
In the presence of an applied field 0 the distance travelled by an 
electron between electrodes is .)..lnE 'J"' n and similarly for holes thre 
diatance travel1ed between electrodes is AhE 'J" h· The expression for 
the photocurrent in the specimen becomes: 
Where J'""n and O" hare the carrier lifetimes of electrons and h@l~s 
respectively. 
Either of the equations (1), (2), could be used to obtairi a value 
for the free carrier lifetime; however, both involve the factors ~f 
quantum efficiency and light source intensity which are difficult t©J 
determine experimentally. The ratio of steady state photoeurrent t@ the 
PEM short circuit current will eliminate the t,rm Q and this ratio 
becomes: 
+ ..A..L (D 0-- )"~ ] B 
h h h 
This expression as it stands does not provide a very convenient 
relationship if it is to be used to measure free carrier lifetime be= 
cause the two lifetimes can not be eeparatedo But it can be changed 
to a much simpler form if certain characteristics of the semicondu~tor 
are known. These characteristics involve essentially the physics of 
the semiconductor. For example, if the ratio of the mobilities of 
the two typea of carriers is almost one or at least close enough fo~ 
the assumption to be made, the expression becomes: 
I h ( J n +' J h )E y; = 
D1 ( J n + J h)f:e 
A similar relationship wo,lld be evolved if the ratio of mobilities 
had been very great and the lifetimes of the carriers approximately 
equal except that,one type of carrier could be neglected altogethero 
In thia expreasion the lifetime factor is due to one type of carrier 
only. Thi1 is uaually the minority carrier in most of the aemiconduc-
tore uaed for atudy. 
1Rh - JtJ 
ill -
The lifetime of one:carrier may be a great deal longer than the othe~) 
and this condition also yields the above equation. The quantum effi= 
24 
ciency of the semiconductor for generation of electrons may be diffs~ent 
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from that for holes in which ease one type of earri-er may be negleetedo 
This leads to an expression for the lifetime involving quanities which 
are easil7 mea81lred. 
(ph B) 2 D 
(Isc E) 2 
The above relationship is the one most used in semiconductor studyo 
The assumption that it is valid is usually explained by one or more 
of the reasons Just discussed. The lifetime obtained from this method 
is of course limited in accuracy by the uncertainty in the value of 
the diffusion constant. 
Il. Limitations 
The theory diecussedprevisouly assumed ohmic contacts and in= 
finite crystal dimensions. The dimensions have to be large compared 
to the diffusion length of the carriers. The comparison of crystal 
dimensions to the dif:tusion length has been dise11ssed in Chapter' IIIo 
This assumption seems to be avalid in the ease of the particular 
diamond crystal used in this study. 
The Hall angles have to be small to fit the theoretical treat= 
ment given to the problem. This condition requires that the angles 
( ,µ. :B) 2 be l'llUCh less than one. In the case_ of diamond with mobili= 
ties in the range of 1000 cm2/volt-second to 2000 cm2/volt=second 
(24) and the magnetic field B equal to 7000 gauss 0 this gives a 
maximum value of .JJ. B equal to 0.14. With .M.B equal to 0.14 the term 





























Mercury and hfdrogen ares and a tungsten bulb were used as the 
light sources in this experiment. The mercu.r1 and h7drogen area were 
u-aed to provide the ul tra.-violet wavelengths a.rul the tungsten bV,l 'b 
for the visible range. -A very high photocu.rrent was produced lu:sJng 
the mercury and hydrogen ~cs, but no photoelectromagnetie effeft 
was detected. 
Oa.e ~ight expect to observe the PEM effect in the visible region 
because the diamond crystal is photoconducting in this region (?g~3~). 
However, the diamond is very transparent to visible light and t~er~= 
fore, the carriers are probably ~nerated throughout the bulk of the 
material, thus preventing the development of a concentration gr~di~nt 
of carri ere which is necessary for the P.l!lM effect. 
In the uv, the aesence of the PEM short-circuit cu.rrent could be 
caused in part b7 the high resistance of the end contacts. Except at 
,very low Values of resistance it is evident that the diffusion current 
would be of extremely low value. In the case of germanium and silicon 
it is possible to get low resistance contaQ.ts whieh aid, in obtfi~ing 
a large ehort-circuit current. Also the thickness (d) of the crystal 
-enters as a parameter in the short...;c1rcuit current. For germani1llll and 
silicon, (d) could be kept to a minimum value; however, this parametelr 
could not be adJu-sted in the case of the diamond without destroying 
it. Ju.rthermore, the lifetimes at the surface of the crystal lllaJ be 
1.> 
eonsiderabl7 less th8Jl. lifetimes in the bulko Possibly some surface 
treatment of the diamond could.remove recombination centers at the 
surface enabli·ng a ,.M effect to be obtained. 
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CHAPTER V 
MEASUREMENT OF CARRIER LIFETIMES USING THE 
PULSE RESPONSE METHOD 
I. Discussion 
The electric current in semiconductors is carried by electrons 
in the conduction band and holes in the valence band .. The equili briu.m 
concentrat.ions of holes in the valence band and electrons in ths con= 
duction band are not necessarily equal. When there is an excess of 
either the minority carrier or the majority carrier or both over the 
normal concentrations, there will be a net rate of recombination at= 
tempting to restore equilibrium to the crystal (7)~ 
Excess carrier's (electrons, holes 9 and electron=hole pairs} pro.;. 
duced by a short pulse of light will build up in proportion to an ex= 
ponential function during the period the .light is on and then decay 
at an e.xpehential rate after the light is extingu.ishedo The photQ= 
current equations are: 
dI :Ij,)8 (1 - e-t/ ':Th) +ln\8 (1 - e-t/ J' n) (1) 
dt 
Ps = steady state value of excess holes 
n8 : steady state value of excess electrons 
J"h = lifetime of holes 
~n = lifetime of electrons 
t = time 
dI -:;lp~et'/ 'J"h +In8 e=t/ 'J"' n (2) 
tit 
Equation (1) represents the build up of the photocurrent pulse and 
equ.atioI). (2) is the equa"tiion ~e.termining the decaj' of the photocu.r1·ento 
In most semiconductor studies, the main factor is the minority 
carrier and consequently one of the lifetimes is omitted .. This 
omission yields for the build up of photoeurrent a :function X(1-e=t/z 1 ) 
and xe--t/z for the decay of the photocu.rrent. The quanities !n and z 
are not necessarily the same but both are called lifetimes. !_0 should 
be designated as the "response timep II representing the time for a 'i · 
photocurrent signal to reach (l-1/e) of its final value. The photo-
cond.uctivity response lifetime .! is the time required for the excess 
carriers to decay to 1/e of the maximum value of excess carrier con-
centration after .the illumination is removed. '.!'he "response time°' can 
be misleading when used as a measure of ,carrier lifetime unless the 
pulse of light is long compared to the carrier lifetimes. Very com-
monly z1 appears lesa than z. because the semiconductor never reaches - - . 
steady state conditions. Also this difference can be accounted for 
' depending on the type of semiconductor studied since the neglection 
of one type of carrier may not be a correct assw.r)ption. 
In the preceeding diseusaion, shallow trapping phenomena has been 
.. . 
neglected. When shallow trapping predominates the recombination pre= 
- ·' 
ceas--that ia, ahallow trapping is much greater than the direct re-
combination wfth ground 1tatea--the photoconductivity response life-, 
time, o'b{ained from the pulse response technique are erroneous and 
generally several orders of magnitude too long. aoa~ (31) hae shown 
that the lifetimes obaerved in the pulae response method under the 
aasumption of high light intensity are valid, and t~at the decay time 
eonetant z can be equal to the true lifetime. !hi I lifetime is the -
photoconductivity reaponae lifetime and may be equal to the conduc-
tivit7 lifetime under the preceeding aaeumption. Since the photo~ 
conductivity can be due to the transport of either or both carrierao 
depending on the -semiconductor under observation0 the conduetivi ty 
lifetime 1-s a combination lifetime lasting as long as -either earrie?> 
is free. In agreement with Rose, .::Bube (32) concludes that generJllly 
the decay of photoeurrent consists of two parts, an initial rapfd part 
corresponding to the direct recombination of free carriers, and a 
much slower portion corresponding to the recombination of carrifrB 
which have been freed from shallow traps. The time of decay of photo= 
current in the usual ease is assumed to be determined by the reeoll= 
bination with trapping centers and ground states (33)0 Clarke (34) 
has carried through a mathematical analysis of the deca;v of pholo;... 
current based on a model containing recombination and trapping 9en.=, 
ters. His solution demonstrates the complexity of the problem. 
Young (30) describes the diamond crystal used in this study as 
having R type condueti vi ty I and from studies of photoconducti vi ,y 
behavior, the -author classifies the :pb.otoconductivi ty in the dia,mond 
as being largely due to holes with the electrons playing a smal.Jl,er 
· part in the process., Based on the reaul ts obtained in the diffu,ion 
1--ength-·-e:xpe:ri·ment (Chapter III), it would sEiem that the photocondu~ 
tivity produced by the mercury are light was all due to the maj9rity 
carrier; however. the spec:trwn of this light contains light of .. .~ •. . 
B1lfficiently short wavelengths to excite carriers across the en,rgy 
. ~i .. ' . • : 
gap •. The electron may have a very short lifetime in the diamond but 
its presence mu.st not be neglected in ~hotoeurrent since the eondu~= 
tivi ty lifetime is a summation of the lifetimes of both carriers. 
The decay of photoeurrent after the light is removed from the sample 
will depend on the decay of both carriers. 
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II .. Method 
Measurement of the carrier lifetime involves the production and 
detection of the excess carrier concentration in the semiconductor. 
Excess holes are produced in the semiconductor by a very short 0 in= 
tense spark of light .. !he measurement of the change in sample col'i= 
ductance is accomplished by measuring the change in the voltage drop 
across a fixed resistor in series with the sample .. 
Figure 11 shows the circuit used in this experiment .. The pulse 
generatC>r consists of approximately 150 feet of RS...SU emxial 'fl$ble 
and a 5XV power supply. The pulse produced is 8 micro=seconde in 
duration with a rise time ot about 0 .. 2 micro=second and 0.2 to o .. 4 
micro-second fall time. When the relay is activated the delay line 
discharge, into a 51 ohm loacl producing a very intense BJ)ark of. light 
at the electrodes. !he light illuminates the crystal producing the 
exceaa holes. The impedance of the diamond crystal used is approxi= 
mately 1 meg-ohm; consequently a 1 meg.=ohm load R3 was used to mea&= 
ure the change in sample conductance as the crystal was illuminatedo 
The crystal steady state electric field was provided by R2.. !o pre= 
vent any polarization or residual effects bftween pulaesp the sample 
was not pulsed continuously. A single pulse was applied to the 
crystal, and a photograph was taken of the response on a Tektrcnlix 
515 oscilloscope. The end contacts on the sample were covered to 



































Referring to Fig. 12, the lifetime computed from these dec~y 
curves give a value of o. 25 seconds. The decay curves were tak:ep at 
room temperature (300° K). The time constant of decay, assuming an eq= 
uation of the form (35) Ke-t/')' describes the decay of the phot~c~= 
rent pulse, yields a value for lifetime that would imply a very long 
lifetime in the diamond. The value could hardly be taken as repreae~~ 
ting the free carrier lifetime since it is evidently several orders 
of magnitude shorter than this value. The very long time of thip cle= 
·cay could not 'be attributed to the shallow trapping phenmnena tl:tat 
is ueuall;y associated with the long tail that accompaniea the dpeq 
of pbotocurrent measured on other types of semiconductors. Th.es, tau, 
are associated with times ranging from 10-3 to 10=2seconds. Jn iha 
case of th-e diamond, the long decay is probably due to very slo)Tly 
emptying traps mich would be much deeper in the forbidden zone 
and require a mu.ch longer time to empty than the normal shallow traps 
encountered. 
It was found that the slow decay ccm.14 be made even slower by 
cooling the sample. The time constant of decay was increased to o.4 
seconds at a temperature of 26o0 X. The addition of a steady ampie:at 
tungsten light had no ~oticeable effect on the time of decay of the 
photocurrent pt1lse. 
IV. Trapping 
The results, obtained in the pulse response experiment created 










Time - seconds (0.1/div) 
Fig. 12 Decay of photocurrent pulse 
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in the sample. 
The first investigation made on the trapping .centers was iti t~e 
visible range of wavelengths. Using a camera shutter to obtain fast 
illumination ud cru.t o~f, a plot of photocurrent was made using the 
whole visible spectrum from a tungsten bulb. '.ehe photocurrent was 
allowed to reach a steady value and then the light was removed from 
the crystal. The decay of the photocurrent was timed, and the r,s~lts 
are shown in Fig .. 13. The build up time re:q,dred·ti'.a shorter than the 
decay, but this can be caused by the traps having a different fpling 
and emptying tine. If it is assumed that the curve is exponentifl, 
the time of- decay is in the range of 1'o minutes •.. The curve is n~t 
an exponential; however, it is the sum of several exponential terms. 
\l . 
There are two peaks in the photoconductivity vs. wavelength in )he 
visible range ()~), and the time constant of decay of these wav~ 
lengths were investigated. At 63001 the decay constant was of the 
order of 6 minutes, SOOO 1 gave a time constant of leas than a ,1n= 
ute 0 while the ij~o I took about 30 minutes to decay to 1/e of its 
maximum value. When a decay is assigned to the whole visible spectrum 
taken from photocurrent measurement, .the measured qu.anity will be 
the longest decay that is contained in that range of wavelengths~ 
Figure 14 is a decay curve obtained from the spectrum of a 
mercury arc light. Although this curve is obviously not a true ex-
ponenti·al, the constant ef dec9.1 is in the range of 90 minutes .. 
.Again an investigation was made at the peaks of the phot0Ct1rrent vs. 
0 0 
wavelength which are at 2220 A and 2280 A. :Both of these wavelengths 
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Fig. 140 Decay of DC Photoeurrent using a Mercury Are Light 
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by the uv light empty J1111ch slower than those associated with the 
visible region. The build up time of the photocurrent in both the 
visible and uv region ie much faster than the decay •. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the filling and emptying of these traps does 
not necessarily require the same amount of time. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR J'URTHER STUDY 
The general methods used in obtaining carrier lifetimes in semicon-
~uetors have been used in an attempt to measure lifetimes in the type 
IIb semiconducting diamond. The methods which have been used very su.c-
cessfully in most semiconductors de not seem to provide effective 
means for actual measurement of carrier lifetimes in the present study. 
The diffusion length experiment met with several difficulties 
which are not present in th~ case of semiconductors, such as germanium 
and silicon. The diamond may have very high surface recombination ratee 0 
and since this experiment is based on surface phenomena creating a 
diffusion cu.rrent, the effect could be undetectable. Tne effect would 
be small in any ease, and this would necessitate ac measurement~ in 
order to provide the n,cessary amplit!~:ation.In the case of other semi-
conductors such as germanium it is possible to remove surface recom-
bination states by etching with acid. Possibly some technique could be 
devised to remove surface recombination states in diamond. Although 
the high impedance of the probe would not necessarily be detrimental 
to the dif:fusion effect, it does amplify the pick;..up and can over-
eh.ad.ow any effect produced at the point contact. 
Much the same can be said about the PlilM short-circuit current 
method of meaa,uring lifetimes. The high surface recombinatien rate 
·,) 
would render the effect practically impossible to measure. The con-
tact resistance would affect the PEM short-circuit current to a lesser 
degree but could seriously cut down the short-circuit current, even 
39 
to the extent that it would be impossible to measure. 
Although all measurements of carrier lifetimes using the pulse 
response method on semiconductors are plagued with the trapping phe-
nomena, the degree can be much less in tne case of a small energy 
gap. Diamond with an energy gap··oi 5'5 ·ev canf-cbntain many multiple 
trapping levels with different times of emptying associated with 
each. From the investigations made in Chapter V, it would seem that 
the decay times vary with the depth of the traps. The trapping does 
not necessarily have to be a simple process; it can be highly com~lex 
and varied. The curves of the decay of the photocurrent show that the 
trapping is not a single exponential type, but it contains several 
terms which have to be studied ind.ependently. It was known that ac 
photoconductivity measurements could be made on this particular 
sample. The c}lopped light frequency o:f 480 cycles per second applied 
t,>'-,the sample produced an ac photociurrent; this meant that there was 
at least a lifetime less than one millisecond or the diamond would 
not Te11pond to this fr!quency., 
Observations were made on the build up and decay of' the photo# 
current produ~ed by a 480 cycle light chopper. The initial rise or 
fall of the photoourrent can provide a means of determining the con-
ductivity lifetime. The photo-signal required 100 mieroeeeonde to 
build up to (l -1/e) of its maximum. Since the light from the chopper 
h not on and off inetantaneouely, the: lifetime determined from the 
curve will be an upper limit. It is concluded that the conductivity 
lifetime is 1,sa than 100 microseconds. 
The author intends to make a further study of the lifetimes in the 
diamond with the accent on new methods and different approaches. 
4o 
£4.l 
The use of a Kerr cell for fast illumination might provide a method of 
finding the very fast decay that mu.st surely be contained in the dia,.. 
mond. Also the Van De Graff accelerator can be used to obtain a beam 
of high speed electrons which can be started and terminated quickly9 
enabling a determination of lifetimes from the initial decay portion 
of the curve. 
The investigation made on the many trapping levels obtained from 
the study of photoeul"rent decay provide useful information which is 
necessary to predict the model to be associated with the diamond ery= 
s.tal. The trapping levels appear all the way from the visible wave-
lengths (including the near infra-ted) to the far ultra,..violet regions 
of wavelengths. The diamond with its wide energy gap provides a broad 
territory for the investigations of trapping with the emphasis on 
capture cross sections both for the minority carriers and the major-
ity carriers. 
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